The understanding of how simple predefined computations can be achieved with cellular automata, either through individual rules, or with rules organised in spatial arrangements or in temporal sequences is a key conceptual underpinning in the general notion of emergent computation. In this context, the parity problem for cellular automata is considered here, through which the number of 1-bits in a binary string should be determined to be even or odd. Although it is known that no individual rule can solve this problem, a solution has been presented in the literature that is able to solve it, for any string length, by means of the sequential chaining of elementary cellular automata rules. Drawing on that solution, here we provide others, significantly simplified from the latter, our approach being based upon analyses of the behaviour of the rules used in the original work.
Introduction
Several systems in nature exhibit sophisticated global collective information processing that emerges out of an ensemble of simple, decentralised, locally connected and interacting units. Although there is still no overall understanding of how these systems carry out such a form of emergent computation [9] , one of the simplest systems where this notion can be studied are the cellular automata [12] , [10] .
Cellular automata (CAs) are discrete dynamical systems where, for each iteration, the component units of a regular lattice are updated synchronously through the action of a local transition rule. Typically, these components (or cells) are identical finite automata, organised in a single pattern of connections to other neighbouring cells, quite often under periodic boundary conditions. A transition rule provides the next state of each cell, according to the current state of the cell itself and the cell states of its neighbourhood.
Many studies have been published in order to design a specific cellular automaton rule able to perform a pre-defined computational task [13] or the appropriate use of different rules that would jointly perform a given computation, either organising them in spatially distributed arrangements ( [7] , [11] ) or in temporal combinations, where distint rules are used in sequence ( [4] , [8] , [5] , [6] , [1] , [2] , [3] ). Regardless the case, too little is still known about how to derive any of the latter schemes, so that the target global behaviour be achieved.
The parity problem is a well-known task in many areas of computer science, that has also been addressed in the context of cellular automata. Such a formulation refers to a two-state, one-dimensional CA rule, in periodic boundary condition, that should be able to decide whether any initial configuration has an even or odd number of 1s, by making the lattice to converge to a configuration of only 0s or only 1s, respectively. Naturally, this is a typical case of a global problem that has to be solved by pure local processing.
Although it is easy to show that no one-dimensional CA rule can be constructed with the ability to solve this problem, [6] showed how to sequence a set of elementary cellular automata (ECA) rules -i.e., those operating over three-cell, nearest neighbours -so as to solve the parity problem. And as far as we know, this remains the only solution to the problem so far.
It is interesting that another paradigmatic, benchmark problem in emergent computation for CAs -namely, the ability for the rule to work out which bit outnumbers the other in the initial configuration -has also been proved not to have a solution for an individual rule, but various solutions do exist with temporal sequences of even elementary CA rules [8] . This makes it evident the strength of temporally combining even simple rules, so to achieve global effects over the lattice that would otherwise be impossible with arbitrarily complex rules.
Drawing on the result by [6] , in the present paper we provide a simplification of that solution, our approach being derived from analyses of the behaviour of the rules used therein. In the next section only the odd size lattices are considered. The subsequent two sections are then concerned with the even size lattices: firstly, the situation of a length that is not multiple of 4 (Section 3) and, secondly, the case for when the length is a multiple of 4 (Section 4). It is worth mentioning that the same division into three lattice classes is also used in [6] . Section 5 presents some concluding remarks, including a summary of the new results, so as to make it evident how they outperform the solution of [6] .
Solution for odd-size lattices
Before going any further, it should be pointed out that the following notation is used throughout the paper to describe a temporal combination of CA rules:
. ., which stands for the application of rule 1 for t1 time steps, to the initial configuration, then the application of rule 2 for t2 time steps, to the last configuration generated out of rule 1 application, and so on. The reader should be aware that our notation -where the leftmost rule is the first one to be applied and the rightmost rule is the last -is opposite to the notation used in [6] . Notice also that all rules concerned herein are elementary CA rules.
Also, in order to represent the bit strings defining the global lattice configurations of a CA, we use the standard notation for regular expressions, summarised as follows: b 1 + b 2 refers either to b 1 − or b 2 − bit; b n is a bit string of n concatenated b-bits; b + is a bit string with one or more concatenated b-bits; and b * is a bit string with zero or more concatenated b-bits. Now, back to the section core, for lattices with odd length N , the solution given 
Analysis of the rules involved
By analysing the effect of rule 222, one realises that it is able to turn a bit string of the form 100 N −4 01 into 110 N −4 11, when the string of 0s has the form 00 + , therefore maintaining the parity of this kind of initial configuration. There is no effect when the rule is applied to a string without consecutive 0s or only a string of 0s (0 + ). Therefore, in periodic boundary condition, a lattice of the form 0 x 1 1 0 y , for x + y + 1 = N , is transformed into 0 x−1 1 3 0 y−1 in one iteration of the rule. Hence, applying rule 222 for
iterations, no consecutive 0s are preserved, provided that at least one 1 is originally present in the lattice.
Similarly, rule 132 is able to turn a bit string of the form 011 N −4 10 into 001 N −4 00, when the string of 1s has the form 11 + , also keeping the parity of the initial configuration. And there is no effect when the rule is applied to a string without consecutive 1s or only a string of 1s (1 + ). So, in periodic boundary condition, a lattice of the form 1 x 0 1 1 y , with x + y + 1 = N , is transformed into 1 x−1 0 3 1 y−1 in one iteration of the rule.
Therefore, applying rule 132 for N 2 iterations, no consecutive 1s remain in the lattice, provided at least one 0 is present in it.
Simplifying solution σ 1
Bearing in mind that all odd size lattices necessarily display at least two consecutive 1s or 0s, let us consider the worst case of when one bit is outnumbered by the other by a single unit; for lattice size N = 15, this corresponds, for instance, to 010101011010101.
The application of rule 222 to the latter, one or more times has no effect, since it has no adjacent 0s. Then, by applying rule 132, both 1s of the substring of running 1s are replaced by 0s, without changing the parity of the initial configuration. Carrying on for some more iterations, no further effect comes about, because of the lack of running 1s, that is,
Returning to rule 222, the two final 0s of the string of running 0s are then replaced by 1s, generating two blocks of two 1s separated by a block of two 0s. If the number of iterations is just one unit more than the number of iterations performed by the previous rule, it undoes the string of consecutive 0s entirely. In the example, two iterations turn all running 0s into running 1s, increasing the size of the 1-sequence because it is added with the two further 1s that were at the ends of the original block of 0s; in other words:
Back to rule 222 again, for further four iterations, then rule 132 for five iterations, followed by rule 222 for six iterations, and finally, back to rule 132 for seven iterations, the initial configuration is correctly converted to the string 0 15 , which is the solution to the example.
The solution is then R 1 132 R 2 222 R 3 132 R 4 222 R 5 132 R 6 222 R 7 132 , but if the initial configuration had two consecutive 0s, as in 010101001010101, for instance, rule 132 would start without any effect, and the other rules, in sequence, would always waste one iteration, in the sense that the last iteration at each stage would bear no effect, as shown below (where iterations t 1 , t 3 , t 6 and t 10 are wasted): In order to account for that initial configuration, while preserving the same series of rule applications, one more rule has to be applied, for at least seven iterations (although any additional iteration beyond the seventh would be wasted).
As a consequence, the solution capable of solving the two individual configurations above is S 1 = R . Due to the periodic boundary condition, another worst-case initial configuration occurs when a single bit is surrounded by a trailing of the opposite bit, i.e., 000000010000000. The previous S 1 and S 2 solutions also solve the problem. Fig. 1 shows the space-time diagrams of the implementation of the two solutions, for this last initial configuration. For initial configurations with longer blocks of 1s or 0s, possibly in mixing quantities, all the specified iterations in S 1 and S 2 are not necessarily required, but the wasted iterations do not hinder the problem solution.
For lattice size N = 15, [6] showed that 98 iterations solve the problem, by switching rules 132 and 222 fourteen times. The present simplification allows starting with any of the two rules, alternating them only 8 times, totalling 35 iterations.
The number of rules needed is N 2 , considering that each rule swap has to be counted as a new rule (even if a swap brings back a rule that has already been used previously in the sequence). The number of iterations required for each rule increases from 1 to N 2 , the upper limit repeating for the final rule. The total number of iterations then becomes (
. For example, for lattice size N = 41, 21 rules are needed with up to 20 iterations each, the solutions being 
Solution for even-size lattices not multiple of 4
This case refers to lattice sizes N = 2q, for q odd, having σ is the input binary string. The solution given by [6] is
254 R 76 and σ 1 is the solution for odd size lattices given in Section 2. The solution means the application of the rule sequence σ 1 , followed by rule 76 once, and then the application of rule 254,
Analysis of the rules involved
The relevant feature of rule 76 is that, in a single iteration, it converts a configuration of only 1s (1 + ) into another of only 0s (0 + ). In contrast, rule 254 preserves configurations of only 0s, while leading all the others to converge to a configuration of only 1s. The number of iterations needed to complete this task, considering any initial configuration, is N 2 .
Simplifying solution Sσ 1
By applying rule sequence σ 1 to all 64 possible initial configurations with size N = 6, four distinct final configurations are obtained, and the same situation happens when rule sequence S 1 = R 1 132 R 2 222 R 2 132 is used instead. However, when S 2 = R 1 222 R 2 132 R 2 222 is used, the outcome is similar but not exactly the same as before. Table 1 summarises these outcomes.
In either of the cases, S 1 or S 2 , the number of required rules is the same, Analogously, by applying S 1 (or σ 1 ) or S 2 to all 1024 possible initial configurations of size N = 10, the same four distinct final configurations are obtained, as shown in Table 2 . Notice that the final configurations that differ from 0 N and 1 N have odd parity. Because rules 132 and 222 do not modify the initial parity, the initial configurations with even parity converge to 1 N or to 0 N , and the initial configurations with odd parity do not converge to 0 N or 1 N . Table 3 summarises the outcomes of applying S 1 (or σ 1 ) to the initial configurations of size N = 18, from where it is clear that out of the 262,144 possibilities, half of them converge to 1 N or 0 N , and half to the three other possible final configurations. To complete the solution at issue, rule 76 has to be applied, by a single iteration.
Only the first configuration (1 N ) is changed to 0 N , the others remaining the same. Hence, for initial configurations with even parity, the solution of the problem has already been achieved, thus now remaining to convert the other configurations to 1 N . For that, rule 254 is then used, as it preserves only the 0 N bit strings, changing all the others to 1 N . The number of iterations needed is 
Solution for even-size lattices multiple of 4
The solution given by [6] 
Analysis of the rules involved
Rule 184 moves any 1-bit to the right in the lattice, if its right-hand neighbouring site is 0. Its dynamically equivalent rule, 226, does the same, but moving 1s leftwards, provided the site at the left is 0. Both arrange the lattice with alternating 0s and 1s, so that only the most frequent bit in the initial configuration can be found in consecutive sites. For lattice size N , after The worst-case initial configuration is depicted in Fig. 2 , as it has almost the same number of 0s and 1s, with the cells grouped in two homogeneous blocks. The lattice has 35 cells, initialised with 18 1s and 17 0s, upon which rule 184 is applied for 20 iterations. Furthermore, rule 252 is an auxiliary rule, that transforms a 0-bit to the right of a 1-bit in another 1.
Simplifying solution Sσ 2
Similarly to the previous solution, applying rule sequence σ 1 to all 16 possible size N = 4 initial configurations, 4 possible final configurations are obtained, exactly the same outcome as for when S 2 = R 1 222 R 1 132 is used instead; however, applying S 1 = R 1 132 R 1 222 yields a similar result, even though not exactly the same as before. Table 4 summarises the outcomes. Notice that regardless of applying S 1 or S 2 , only one final configuration has odd parity and three others have even parity. Here, not only the configurations 0 N or 1 N are originated from initial configurations with even parity.
Similarly, by applying S 2 (or σ 1 ) or S 1 to all 256 possible initial configurations of size N = 8, 5 distinct final configurations are obtained, as shown in Table 5 . Notice that only one of the resulting configurations has odd parity. Now, by applying S 2 (or σ 1 ) or S 1 to all 4096 possible initial configurations of size N = 12, 6 distinct final configurations are obtained, as shown in Table 6 . Notice that now two resulting configurations have odd parity. If the same analysis above is further performed for higher values of N, it turns out that the final configurations with even parity that differ from 1 N , 0 N , (01) Finally, before applying rules 76 and 254, the even parity configurations, and only these, must be converted to 1 N or 0 N . On the other hand, the odd parity configurations should be converted into any bit string, as long as they are different from 1 N or 0 N . In order to attain the latter, the following expression can be used: Thus, all initial configurations with even parity would converge to 0 N or 1 N , and all configurations with odd parity to a different bit string, just as in the case of lattice sizes not multiple of 4. Therefore, the application of rules 76 and 254 could conclude the problem solution.
Analysis of the number of times (m − 1) expression T is subjected to
For lattice size N = 8, the possible final configurations due to S 2 are (0 1 1) 4 , (0 3 1) 2 , (0 7 1) 1 , 0 8 and 1 8 . Then, a single application of T would entail, respectively, 1 8 , (0 1 1) 4 , (0 3 1) 2 , 0 8 and 1 8 ; this means that there is still an original configuration with even parity (the one converted by S 2 to (0 3 1) 2 and then converted by T into (0 1 1) 4 ) that should be converted to 0 8 or 1 8 , before the final application of rules 76 and 254. Applying T once again would lead, respectively, to the bit strings 1 8 , 1 8 , (0 1 1) 4 , 0 8 and 1 8 , meaning that all the original configurations with even parity would have been converted to 0 8 or 1 8 , and the odd ones to a different bit string. Finally, if T were applied yet again, the original configurations with odd parity would have converted to 1 8 . Therefore, the number of times T is applied has to be exact. This value, m − 1, depends on the number of factors 2 in the factorisation of N ; for example, m = 3 for N = 8 = 2 × 2 × 2, and m = 2 for N = 12 = 2 × 2 × 3. So, for N = 2mq, with q odd and m ≥ 2, it is necessary to apply T for m − 1 times.
Reduction in the number of iterations of rules 222 and 132 in expression T
As mentioned above, some iterations are wasted when applying rules 222 and 132. Naturally, the minimum numbers of applications required for each rule depend on N and m; but these quantities effectively decrease after each application of T , for m > 2; this is exemplified in Fig. 3, for N = 48 , where 3 applications of T are necessary, since m = 4. The first application of T requires 22 iterations of rule 222 and 11 iterations of rule 132, the second requires 10 and 5 iterations, respectively, and the third, 4 and 2 iterations.
The number of rule 132 iterations is always half the number required for rule 222. Notice that the first application of T requires In the first application of T , it is optimised to T 1 = R 1 252 R 1 184 R 22 222 R 11 132 (from the original T = R 1 252 R 1 184 R 24 222 R 24 132 ). One should notice that the number of 0 x 1 blocks doubles, from the initial configuration (0 47 1) 1 to the final configuration (0 23 1) 2 , as mentioned earlier. The subsequent application T 2 = R 1 252 R 1 184 R 10 222 R 5 132 is then displayed in Fig. 3 , making it evident once again the doubling number of 0 x 1 blocks (from (0 23 1) 2 , at the beginning of stage 2, to (0 11 1) 4 , the last configuration in the same stage). Finally, the effect of applying T 3 = R 1 252 R 1 184 R 4 222 R 2 132 is shown in the figure, where the number of 0 x 1 blocks doubles once again, from (0 11 1) 4 , the initial configuration of the third stage, to (0 5 1) 8 , the last one in the sequence.
So, not only T 1 reflects an improvement over T , but also T 2 and T 3 , T 2 because the most laborious block (0 47 1) 1 had been previously converted to (0 23 1) 2 by T 1 , and T 3 because the block (0 23 1) 2 had been already transformed into (0 11 1) 4 by T 2 .
Reduction in the iterations of rule 254
After the application of T , for m − 1 times, optimised or not, it is still required to finalise the process with rules 76 and 254.
At this stage, all even parity initial configurations have been properly converted to 0 N or 1 N , and all odd parity initial configurations to (0 x 1) Y , where (x+1)Y = N . Hence, all that is required is to apply rule 76 by a single iteration, in order to conclude the process for even parity initial configurations, and to apply rule 254, for a few iterations, in order to convert the other configurations to 1 N , thus ending the case also for the odd parity initial configurations. Now, considering the worst-case configuration 0 N −1 1, after the application of S 2 (or σ 2 ), the m − 1 applications of T yield a configuration of the form
. In the example above, with N = 48 and m = 4, 3 optimised expressions of T were applied, that resulted in (0 5 1) 8 . Applying rule 76 to the latter, nothing happens; but, at each iteration of rule 254, the cells surrounding those with 1-state also turn to 1, thus converting the entire lattice to 1 N after 3 iterations. Fig. 4 illustrates this process, which represents the final step in solving the parity problem for the example configuration discussed in this section (notice that the initial configuration in Fig. 4 is the last one from Fig. 3) .
As the number of 0s in each block is 
Equivalent rules to replace rules 184 and 252
So far, the solution we derived for even size lattices, multiple of 4 is
Notice that this solution can also be used for even size lattices, but only those that are not multiple of 4, since m = 1 in those cases; therefore, all this leads to the solutions summarised below:
The rule sequence T can have its rules 184 and 252 replaced by their dynamically equivalent rules. Accordingly, rule 226 can directly replace its equivalent 184 in the expression above. However, rule 252, that has 3 equivalent rules (238, 192 and 136) can be replaced by rule 238 in the expressions because T ends with rule 132, and can also be replaced by rules 192 or 136, provided that T would be expressed in the different but equivalent way, where rules 222 and 132 would be reversed, namely,
132 R 184 R 192 .
Concluding remarks
Here we tackled the problem of devising a solution to the parity problem in cellular automata, which is a paradigmatic example of a global computation that has to rely entirely on local coordination of action. Although this and other similar problems are known not to be solvable by any individual CA rule, quite surprisingly solutions are possible by sequencing the extremely simple ECA rules, i.e., temporally combining ECA rule applications over time.
Although various temporal combinations for the density problem are known [8] , here we set out to simplify an existing temporal combination of ECA rules to solve the parity problem, apparently the only one still known, namely, the construction given by [6] . Our successful approach -that led to more and simpler solutionswas drawn from analyses of the behaviour of the ECA rules present in the original solution, and tested in extensive computational experiments.
The methodology employed was fundamentally based on phenomenological analyses of the rules involved and their global effect. These took the form, for instance, of analysing worst-case initial configurations, whose correct processing would then determine the corresponding rule sequence upper-bounds. This is naturally a quite reasonable rationale, that turned out to be essential in determining the bottlenecks present in [6] , that their purely formal approach could not unveil. Also, the idea of analysing the effect of rule substitutions in a solution for others in the same class of dynamical equivalence was key to expanding the set of equivalent solutions presented here, an idea that was drawn from our previous work on the subject [8] . Therefore, the route we took seem generalisable to other computational tasks. Nevertheless, we believe that it is very likely amenable to a more formal treatment, that would render our argument more compact. Fig. 5 . Comparison between the approaches in [6] and their improved solutions, presented here, for various lattice sizes: odd size at the left, even size not multiple of 4 at the centre, and even size multiple of 4 at the right. Table 7 The original and the improved solutions, for odd size lattices, and their corresponding number of required iterations (τ ). Table 8 The original and the improved solutions, for even size lattices N = 2q (q odd), N non multiple of 4, and their corresponding number of required iterations (τ ). Tables 7, 8 and 9 summarise the results discussed in the paper, providing all new solutions that had been derived, as well as their corresponding efforts, reflected in the number of iterations (τ ) required to reach the solutions. For the sake of comparison, the same tables also present the solutions by [6] and their efforts and, additionally, Fig. 5 depicts a clearer comparison of the efforts of both approaches.
Original Solution Improved, Equivalent Solutions
σ 1 = R N 2 132 R N 2 222 N 2 σ S 1 = R 1 132 R 2 222 R 3 132 . . . R N 2 −1 132 R N 2 222 R N 2 132 S 2 = R 1 222 R 2 132 R 3 222 . . . R N 2 −1 222 R N 2 132 R N 2 222 τ = (N −1) 2 2 τ = (N −1) 2 +6(N −1) 8
Even though it is tempting to state that the solutions we built are optimised versions of their original counterparts, there may still be some room for further improvement. For instance, a possible improvement one might consider would be a way to make the number of applications of rule sequence T more flexible; after all, both in [6] and presently a precise number of applications is required. More than an improvement in efficiency of the corresponding solutions that such a flexibilisation might entail, it would bring about a cleaner conceptual context for the related solutions.
All in all, it is quite interesting that the ECA rule space, though small and composed of extremely simple units, has continuously reaffirmed itself as a rich conceptual space, with a lot yet to explore.
